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International human rights law provides norms, concepts, and standards of immediate and practical value to attorneys for court-involved children in the United States. The conceptual framework of the comprehensive rights of the child is broadly congruent with, or closely related to, the strongest aspects of U.S. constitutional law and practice. The expansive language of children's human rights offers an historic opportunity: new tools and a more comprehensive context in which to change how we think about young people in conflict with the law, children in state custody, and children in related legal settings. The challenge is to use these fresh substantive concepts as terms of reference in our work and our thinking, as a prelude and incentive to integrating the "instructive" nature of children's international law with the interpretation of our own laws and constitutional traditions. The adoption of the discourse itself can encourage and influence future implementation of enforceable domestic and international law that expands the rights and well-being of children.

INTRODUCTION

One of the great philosophers of the twentieth century, Mae West, once said: "I'll try anything once, twice if I like it, three times to make sure."1 It is time to give human rights concepts and standards for court-involved children in the United States a try.


---


treaties, we have new tools available in the form of expansive language and a more spacious framework to change how we think about young people in conflict with the law, children in state custody, and children in related legal settings. The challenge is to use these substantive concepts as terms of reference in our work and our thinking, as preludes and incentives to integrating the "instructive" nature of international law and the laws of other nations with interpretations of our own laws and constitutional traditions.

Although the United States is the only remaining country actively opposing adoption of the CRC and one of only two nations that have failed to ratify the CRC, the United States was a major and active participant throughout the ten-year drafting process. In part as a consequence of the engaged role of the Unites States in drafting, U.S. norms regarding the rights and protections of children inform the CRC, the world's most comprehensive legal document on the rights and well-being of children.

This Article explores the historic opportunity of the human rights' "[f]ield of [e]mancipatory [p]ossibility:" the radical notion presented by bringing home a union of human rights and children's rights. Much like the strategy of "removal" to federal courts was to the civil rights movement, children's human rights offers child advocates a new window, a door, an escape from the increas-

---


10. EMILY DICKINSON, THE COLLECTED POEMS OF EMILY DICKINSON 136 (2003) ("Not knowing when the dawn will come/I open every door . . . .").
ingly constricted legal analyses of children’s rights to full constitutional protection and participation. Yet these human rights standards and frameworks draw upon and extend familiar constitutional principles. They are family, not foreigners or “outsiders.” This Article will explore, as examples, a range of children’s rights that could immediately become part of our discourse, practice, and education, a pathway to changing hearts and minds. We can and should use these legal and linguistic concepts immediately and consistently before judges, probation officers, caseworkers, correctional authorities, police, and professionals, as well as with adolescent clients themselves.

Setting aside the legal complexity of whether and how international law is applicable in U.S. courts, this Article emphasizes the importance of the conceptual child rights language itself, and the multi-dimensionality and dynamism of human rights as an emerging field of rapid development. Even in the United States, the Supreme Court has confirmed the significant influence of international law and the CRC in the interpretation of our own Constitution and traditions.

The CRC as one of the first international human rights treaties adopted and ratified post-Cold War, is the first to integrate civil and political rights with economic, social and cultural rights. This status creates significant opportunities because children’s rights—to survival, development, education, and health care, for instance—cannot be framed or fulfilled without the family and nation-state to promote those rights, including basic economic rights. The satisfaction of fundamental economic rights, even for children, is subject to the modifying standards of “progressive

12. These barriers and hurdles include: U.S. reservations to treaty ratification stating that treaties are not “self-executing” and thus require parallel domestic legislation; the U.S. practice of substantive reservations, understandings, and declarations (“RUDs”); and a dominant legal culture (despite recent Supreme Court language and references) of disdain for the law of other nations and international law. Louis Henkin et al., Human Rights 778–88 (1999).
realisation." Nonetheless, the opportunities to utilize these rights to improve the well-being of children are potentially dramatic. Additionally, the integration of children's economic and cultural rights with civil and political rights reinforces and resonates with the so-called "indivisibility" of human rights—the ways in which the rights regime is an integrated structure whose core is the dignity of every human person. Paradoxically, while children's rights are indivisible, integrated, and reinforcing, they can be simultaneously contested and conflicting.

As an illustration of the reasons to adopt the human rights framework here in the United States, consider the example of adopting the use of "children" as a description of all of our clients under the age of eighteen, following the rest of the world in adopting the CRC terminology. No one refers to their own adolescent children as "juveniles" or as "minors." Focus groups at the time of the Juvenile Court centennial in 1999 confirmed the obvious connotations: people associate the word "juvenile" with "delinquent," or "gangster," or violent criminal, rather than with their own teenage children who inhabit that mysterious territory between childhood and adulthood. As the poet Gwendolyn Brooks wrote of wayward youth: "We real cool. We / Left school. We / Lurk late. We / Strike straight. We / Sing sin. We / Thin gin.

17. Republic of S. Afr. v. Grootboom, 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC) at 57 (S. Afr.) (discussing "progressive realization" which means that with an economic right, states are obligated to have a plan to move forward the realization of that right, but not necessarily to implement it immediately. It springs from a recognition that states must determine economic priorities themselves); see also Cass R. Sunstein, The Second Bill of Rights 220–23 (2004).


19. For example, the rights of mothers (parents) and children may be in contention or contradiction in areas such as inter-country adoption, corporal punishment, child marriage, female genital cutting, child protection and child custody. See, e.g., Peter Rosenblum, Teaching Human Rights: Ambivalent Activism, Multiple Discourses, and Lingering Dilemmas, 15 Harv. Hum. Rts. J. 301, 306–09 (2002) (noting the potential for ambiguity and conflict in applying human rights norms).

20. To call an adolescent client a child would require, of course, a conversation and understanding with the child client, as part of the attorney/client relationship.

21. All but two nations of the world, Somalia and the United States, have ratified the CRC. Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 576 (2005). Of course, countries in certain regions of the world, such as Latin America, use both the words "child" and "adolescent" to describe children who are older teenagers. See, e.g., American Convention on Human Rights, art. 13, ¶ 4, adopted Nov. 22, 1969, 1144 U.N.T.S. 143 (describing the need for "protection of childhood and adolescence").

22. Chicago Bar Association & Children's Court Centennial Committee, A Noble Social Experiment: The First 100 Years of the Cook County Juvenile Court 1899-1999 (1999) (unpublished focus group results, on file with author).
We / Jazz June. We / Die soon.”23 Those who work on juvenile issues are aware that the “general public” may at times consider abused and neglected children to be innocent victims—as contrasted with children who are alleged to have committed delinquent offenses.24 It is simultaneously true that the public views all children in juvenile court as similar, overlapping, and “damaged,” in the sense of being hopelessly harmed.25 Language mirrors these perceptions. “[W]hen someone under the age of eighteen is in conflict with the law he or she is a juvenile offender, yet when someone under eighteen is in need of state protection, reference is made to child welfare.”26

These negative perceptions of “juveniles” are due, in large part, to white supremacist structures and racist stereotypes which make children of color wildly overrepresented in both domains of juvenile justice and child protection.27 The often dismal consequences associated with poverty further contribute to fear and hostility directed toward children in conflict with the law.28 All the more reason to reject the use of “juvenile” and “minor,” and to insist on the language of children, kids, girls, boys, and youngsters—words that carry with them the promise, potential, and imaginative possibility of childhood, as well as its suffering and turbulence.

I. Constitutional Moment

Two years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court abolished the practice of executing juvenile offenders, holding that the juvenile death penalty violated the Eighth Amendment prohibition against “cruel and unusual punishments” because children are categorically less

28. Liefaard, supra note 18, at 565.
culpable than adults.\textsuperscript{29} At its core, \textit{Roper} reaffirmed the foundational principle of the juvenile court, elaborated over a century ago with the establishment of the world's first juvenile court in Chicago.\textsuperscript{30} Children are different than adults, and their misdeeds—even grave crimes—must be addressed in a distinct system of justice that takes into account their age, their lesser culpability, and their greater ability to recover.\textsuperscript{31} The \textit{Roper} decision relied on the differences between children and adults, supported by research on adolescent development,\textsuperscript{32} and arrived at by the peculiarities of evolving standards of decency unique to Eighth Amendment jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{33}

Surprisingly, the Court devoted several pages to a discussion of the standards of international human rights law.\textsuperscript{34} In expansive language, the 5-4 majority of the U.S. Supreme Court noted: "[T]he opinion of the world community, while not controlling our outcome, does provide respected and significant confirmation for our own conclusions."\textsuperscript{35} While this renewed recognition of international law and human rights treaties is welcome and deserves further exploration,\textsuperscript{36} the focus of this Article is on the strategic opportunities for children's rights created by the expanding terrain of children's international human rights, bolstered by the reasoning and logic of \textit{Roper}.

\textsuperscript{29} Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 578 (2005).
\textsuperscript{31} See \textit{Roper}, 543 U.S. at 569-71 (explaining three general differences).
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Id.} at 569-70.
\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Roper}, 543 U.S. at 575-78.
\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Id.} at 578.
\textsuperscript{36} The \textit{Roper} Court drew attention to Article 37 of the CRC, "which every country in the world has ratified save for the United States and Somalia," even remarking that none have taken exception to Article 37. \textit{Id.} at 576. The Court wrote further: "It does not lessen our fidelity to the Constitution or our pride in its origins to acknowledge that the express affirmation of certain fundamental rights by \textit{other nations and peoples} simply underscores the centrality of those same rights within our own heritage of freedom." \textit{Id.} at 578 (emphasis added).
II. Immediate Norms and Substantive Framing Concepts

This Article selects eight core norms and one framing theory from the dense tapestry of the CRC to illustrate the value of children's human rights to the discourse and narrative of children in conflict with the law here in the United States. These norms and substantive framing concepts are:

- children deprived of their liberty;
- arrest, detention or imprisonment only as a last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time;
- separation from adults when deprived of liberty;
- non-separation of parents and children;
- non-discrimination and equal treatment under the law;
- right to be heard/to express views;
- right to effective participation/competency; and
- right to reintegration.

The Article concludes with a discussion of the overarching right to be “treated with humanity and respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.”

Because core human rights norms and substantive concepts are powerful tools in the zealous advocacy for our clients, and because they strengthen the content of constitutional and legal standards for children in conflict with the law, we should use them now, regardless of whether or not they are established as literal legal norms or binding international law. This language humanizes our child clients. How we think and talk about our child clients and the rights they possess influences how others respond. Large portions of the world are engaged in a slow but dynamic dialogue about the promotion of children’s rights and the protection of children. A freshly invented form of common law and best practices is emerging. We in the United States could become part of that

37. This selection omits other significant norms of children’s rights, such as the right to have legal assistance, the right to habeas corpus, and the prohibition against torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment. Similarly, the basic objective of the best interest of the child is beyond the scope of this Article.
38. CRC, supra note 2, art. 37(c).
40. Cantwell, supra note 16, at 396 (discussing the proposed United Nations Guidelines for the Protection and Alternative Care of Children without Parental Care); Liefaard, supra note 18, at 580.
conversation and benefit from its vitality and development, even short of ratifying treaties and implementing legislation. The adoption of the discourse itself can encourage and influence future implementation of enforceable domestic and international law that expands the rights and well-being of children.

This proposal is concrete and immediate. The author intends this Article to provoke conversation beyond the eight examples explored here, and to spark debate as to whether and where children’s rights lawyers and advocates can instantly adopt human rights norms as substantive framing concepts in our work.

A. Children Deprived of their Liberty (Article 37)

At least one million children worldwide are currently detained, imprisoned, incarcerated, jailed or held in secure or closed facilities. The reasons underlying the practice of removing children from their families and communities, locking them up with one another only to return them to society with a heavier burden include deeply-rooted and complex issues, clearly linked to poverty, discrimination, and fear.

"Children Deprived of their Liberty" is a human rights formulation totally different from “detained minor” or “incarcerated juvenile” or “sentenced delinquent.” It is even unlike the awkward formulation of CRC's Article 40: “every child alleged as, accused of, or recognized as having infringed the penal law.” First, “children deprived of their liberty” assumes that children, as persons, have a right to liberty and that they have been deprived of that condition—a deprivation requiring some protection, process, and assurances. This is the very opposite of Justice Rehnquist’s infamous and oft repeated dicta in Schall v. Martin that children “are

41. CRC, supra note 2, art. 37.
45. CRC, supra note 2, art. 40.
always in some form of custody." His majority opinion upheld a New York State preventive detention law, which permitted children to be confined in a detention center without a probable cause hearing for up to three days. The concept in U.S. law that children have no right to liberty because they are normally subject to the control and discipline of their parents gives children the worst of both worlds: they have fewer rights than adults because they are presumably familiar with conditions of no control over their circumstances, while at the same time adults are permitted to incarcerate children "for their own good" or safety. In Schall, plaintiffs presented evidence that the vast majority of juveniles held in pretrial detention without a hearing were released either unconditionally or on parole near the time of their first court hearing. Yet Schall justifies pre-trial incarceration as a measure to keep children from re-offending, and to protect them from the dangers of their peers and their environment. Parental custody is thus extended and analogized to abysmal situations of confinement in jails, prisons, juvenile detention centers, orphanages, mental health facilities, sexual offender programs, and drug treatment institutions. Justice Marshall’s dissent in Schall noted that pretrial detention is used for punitive purposes where the “net impact on the juveniles who come within its purview is overwhelmingly detrimental.” Twenty years later, we have substantial evidence documenting that damage, and the harm to hundreds of thousands of more children who have suffered incarceration.

Second, the human rights concept of “children deprived of their liberty,” articulated in Article 37(b) of the CRC and interpreted by the Committee on the Child in its General Comment #10, means

---

47. “[N]ot more than three days after the conclusion of the initial appearance or four days after the filing of the petition, whichever is sooner.” Id. at 269–70. “[O]ne 3-day extension possible for good cause shown.” Id. at 277.
50. Id. at 308 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
51. Id. at 264–66.
that the "[u]se of pretrial detention as a punishment violates the presumption of innocence." General Comment #10 provides that the elements required to deprive a child of liberty, as well as the confinement, the duration, and regular reviews, be subject to clear legal limits and strict conditions. Allowing children to languish in detention is a grave violation because of the clear link between violence against children and their institutionalization.

In a recent European Court of Human Rights ("ECHR") case, Selçuk v. Turkey, a sixteen year old arrested for robbery of a computer from an elementary school was ordered by the court to be detained with adults. The child's attorney challenged the order, repeatedly citing both the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms Article 5(3) (trial within a reasonable time or release pending trial), and, surprisingly, CRC Article 37(b) (deprivation of liberty as a last resort, and for the shortest appropriate period of time). The ECHR unanimously held that the failure to take into account the age of the child, who was confined in continued pre-trial detention with adults, was a violation of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.

Third, this "deprivation of liberty" framework for children applies not just to "training schools," juvenile correctional facilities, or prisons, but to all forms of child confinement, however benign the name and stated purpose. This includes any other form of placement in a public or private custodial setting from which the child is not permitted to leave at will by order of any judicial, administrative or other public authority. The range encompasses group homes, residential treatment, training schools, orphanages, mental health institutions, drug treatment facilities, centers for the confinement of unaccompanied immigrant children in deporta-
tion proceedings, and institutions for sexual offenders.\textsuperscript{60} This broader definition of deprivation of liberty is resonant given the history of "caging kids"\textsuperscript{61} under different labels, based on different rationales over the past century.\textsuperscript{62} The recent growth of private closed facilities for children further expands the importance of an inclusive framework.\textsuperscript{63}

Thus, international law seeks to limit the deprivation of children's liberty in two ways: first, to divert children away from the formal systems of juvenile or criminal law with alternative sanctions;\textsuperscript{64} second, to restrict arrest, detention and incarceration.

\textbf{B. Arrest, Detention or Imprisonment Only as a Last Resort and for the Shortest Appropriate Period of Time (Article 37(b))\textsuperscript{66}}

This core statement on the uses of criminal justice remedies regarding children (people under the age of eighteen years) is worthy of rigorous analysis and regular use. It includes not only two forms of deprivation of liberty (detention and imprisonment), but it also includes the little explored limits on the arrest of children by police and law enforcement officials.\textsuperscript{67}

Arrest of children only as a last resort creates a barrier at the core point of entry into the system of justice for children, the police, and carries significant consequences. In fact, arrest as a "last resort" was once a practical cornerstone of most policing practices toward children in conflict with the law. Until the current wave of harsh laws and policies across the United States began in 1986, approximately two-thirds of police contacts with children resulted in a warning.\textsuperscript{68} If the arrest itself must be a last resort in police-youth

\begin{footnotes}
\item[\textsuperscript{60}] Paul Lerman, Twentieth-Century Developments in America's Institutional Systems for Youth in Trouble, \textit{in A Century of Juvenile Justice} 74, 74 (Margaret K. Rosenheim et al. eds., 2002).
\item[\textsuperscript{61}] A phrase used by Bart Lubow, director of the Annie E. Casey Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative.
\item[\textsuperscript{62}] Lerman, \textit{supra} note 60, at 78–81.
\item[\textsuperscript{63}] \textit{Id.}
\item[\textsuperscript{64}] U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/10, \textit{supra} note 53, ¶ 22–29; Van Bueren, \textit{supra} note 26, at 211.
\item[\textsuperscript{65}] Van Bueren, \textit{supra} note 26, at 211.
\item[\textsuperscript{66}] Article 37(b) of the CRC provides that: "The arrest, detention or imprisonment of a child shall be ... used only as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time." CRC, \textit{supra} note 2, art. 37(b).
\item[\textsuperscript{67}] \textit{Id.}
encounters, a range of non-judicial alternative remedies or inter-
ventions must be available, as provided by Article 40(3)(b) of the
CRC. Those alternatives might include a warning, contact with
parents and family conferencing, restorative justice, compensation,
or community service. But all interventions without judicial pro-
ceedings must include the protections of due process (or “human
rights and legal safeguards,” in the terms of international law and
the CRC). Diversion measures must not become either a justifica-
tion for bringing more children into the system of policing and
criminal justice (known as “widening the net”) or serve as a pretext
for doing away with vital legal safeguards in the name of informal
help or treatment for the child. General Comment #10 specifies,
for example, that in cases of diversions from court proceedings
there must be convincing evidence that the child committed the
offense, that the child freely and voluntarily acknowledges respon-
sibility without intimidation or pressure, and that the
acknowledgement not be used against the child in any subsequent
legal proceeding.

A century of research documents the negative consequences of
detention and incarceration on both the right to life, survival, and
development of the child and the right to reintegration into soci-
ety. The high level of violence that accompanies most
institutionalization of children is a major reason for setting high
barriers and conditions for the decision to deprive a child of
his/her liberty. In addition, the stigma of arrest, detention and in-
carceration creates formidable obstacles to the goal of
reintegration.

Each year, revelations of snake pit conditions for incarcerated
children are splashed across headlines and result in momentary
scandals. Recall, for example: Georgia’s juvenile correctional

Sheet (U.S. Department of Justice), Apr. 1999, at 1.
69. Article 40(3)(b) of the CRC provides that: “Whenever appropriate and desirable,
measures for dealing with such children without resorting to judicial proceedings, providing
that human rights and legal safeguards are fully respected.” CRC, supra note 2, art. 40(3)(b).
70. U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/10, supra note 53, ¶ 27, pt. 3.
71. See, e.g., Kristina H. Chung, Kids Behind Bars: The Legality of Incarcerating Juveniles in
Adult Jails, 66 IND. L.J. 999, 1006–08 (1991); Barry C. Feld, The Transformation of the Juvenile
Court, 75 MINN. L. REV. 691, 715–17 (1991); Dorothy O. Lewis et al., A Clinical Follow-Up of
Delinquent Males: Ignored Vulnerabilities, Unmet Needs, and the Perpetuation of Violence, 33 J. AM.
72. See infra notes 101, 106, 109 and accompanying text.
73. PINHEIRO, supra note 43, at 175.
74. VAN BUEREN, supra note 26, at 217–18.
system, Jena and Tullulah, private juvenile correctional facilities in Louisiana, Baltimore juvenile detention, the Cook County Juvenile Temporary Detention Center in Chicago, California Youth Authority, and the Texas Youth Commission system.

“Last resort” and for the “shortest appropriate period of time” are also the standards or norms for any incarceration of children (both pre-trial detention and post-adjudication). The last resort and shortest appropriate period of time requirements of the CRC are based on the 1985 UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice and the 1990 UN Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty, both non-binding resolutions. The CRC treaty standards include any other deprivation of liberty for children in different systems of “care” or custody—including mental health institutions, drug treatment facilities, group homes and orphanages, or sexual offender facilities, as described above. This suggests that alternatives to detention and incarceration must be available and used (alternatives such as evening report centers, home confinement, and probation conditions).

The challenge of Roper is to integrate international human rights law and the practice of other nations with our own constitution and traditions. These concepts of “last resort” and “shortest...
appropriate period of time”86 may be brought to life as a revival, expansion, and renewed interpretation of the “least restrictive environment” standard under U.S. law,87 of the Constitutional requirement of proportionality,88 and of the standard of the “lesser culpability of the juvenile offender.”89 “Last resort” and “shortest appropriate period of time” are terms children’s lawyers and advocates could be using throughout the process: from the first probable cause hearing, to hearings on revocation of probation, and through dispositional/sentencing proceedings. The overlay of these terms with familiar U.S. legal standards can breathe new substantive life into U.S. legal concepts.

C. Separation from Adults when Deprived of Liberty (Article 37(c))90

Every child deprived of liberty shall be treated with humanity and respect for the inherent dignity of the human person, and in a manner which takes into account the needs of persons of his or her age. In particular, every child deprived of liberty shall be separated from adults unless it is considered in the child’s best interest not to do so . . . .91

This right, for children deprived of liberty, is the right to have their age, their youthfulness, serve as a barrier to being confined with adults.92 It means that there is an affirmative responsibility to take into account the needs of an individual that age and to limit deprivation to the possible minimum.93 It embraces the concepts of special protection and special accommodations and includes all domains of deprivation of liberty: child protection, mental health, drug treatment, sexual offenders, detention, and corrections.

In addition to the CRC provision and the UN Rules above, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”), ratified by the United States, provides in Article 10 that both children accused of a crime and children convicted of a crime be

86. Note that the standard in the United Nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of Their Liberty is “shortest possible duration.” G.A. Res. 45/113, supra note 84, R. 17. Similarly Rule 13(1) of the Beijing Rules provides: “Detention pending trial shall be used only as a measure of last resort and for the shortest possible period of time.” G.A. Res. 40/33, supra note 83, R. 13(1).
88. U.S. CONST. amend. VIII.
90. CRC, supra note 2, art. 37(c).
91. Id. (emphasis added).
92. Detrick, supra note 18, at 679.
93. Liefaard, supra note 18, at 569.
separated from adults." As significantly, in terms of current practice here in the United States, the ICCPR provides: "Juvenile offenders shall be segregated from adults and be accorded treatment appropriate to their age and legal status."^95

The concept of "separation from adults" and "segregation from adults" is stronger than, but similar to, the U.S. federal mandate of "sight and sound" separation of children from adults in jails and their speedy removal whenever they are placed in an adult jail.^96 This mandate of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act does not—but clearly should—include adult prisons and correctional facilities. 97 Despite this longstanding mandate for separation in jails, there are 7000 youngsters held in adult jails on a given day in the United States, and forty states permit or mandate that children charged as adults be detained in adult jails. ^98 This 208% increase since 1990 is principally due to the fiction of declaring that children who are tried as adults are no longer children, even though they are overwhelmingly tried for non-violent offenses, ranging from bicycle theft to stealing gym clothes. ^99

The meaning of "separated from adults" has been elaborated by the Committee on the Rights of the Child in their recent General Comment #10. In it, the Committee notes bluntly: "Every child deprived of liberty shall be separated from adults. A child deprived of his/her liberty shall not be placed in an adult prison or other facility for adults."^100 Co-mingling with adults or being in an adult facility jeopardizes children's safety, well-being, prospects for avoiding recidivism, and ability to reintegrate into society. 101 Further, the Committee urges separate facilities for children deprived of their

---

95. ICCPR, supra note 94, art. 10(3) (emphasis added).
98. CAMPAIGN FOR YOUTH JUSTICE, supra note 52, at 7.
99. Id. at 6.
101. Id.
liberty to include "distinct, child-centered staff, personnel, policies, and practices." 102

The standard of separation is bolstered by international human rights court decisions in individual cases, such as the case of Minors in Detention v. Honduras, decided by the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights in 1999. 103 In that case, the Commission concluded that the conditions of confinement for children incarcerated with adult prisoners in an adult penal institution violated the American Convention on Human Rights, Honduran law, and the CRC. 104 The case involved children held, sometimes with eighty adult prisoners in a cell; unsurprisingly, rape, physical assault, and abuse of the children were well documented. 105 The Commission held that incarcerating children "in adult penal institutions, thus placing their physical, mental and moral health in serious peril" violated the American Convention on Human Rights 106 and took notice of Article 37 of the CRC as part of its analysis. 107

Evidence of harm to U.S. children confined with adults in adult correctional facilities in Florida and California is well documented and undisputed. 108 Each day, more than 2000 youth are confined in adult prisons. 109 Children in adult penal institutions, even those in a "separate" wing or building, nonetheless have adult prison guards and are subject to extraordinarily high risk of sexual assault, beatings, and suicide. 110 Furthermore, after release, children confined in adult facilities re-offend sooner, commit more serious offenses, and face more charges than children with similar offense convictions who serve their time in juvenile correctional facilities. 111

More children are incarcerated with adults because more children are being tried in adult criminal courts. By the early 1990s,
most states had passed legislation to facilitate trying children through mandatory legislative transfer\textsuperscript{112} (statutory exclusion), lowering the age of criminal jurisdiction, and/or allowing prosecutors to try children as adults at their sole discretion.\textsuperscript{113} When one accounts for the number of states whose adult criminal jurisdiction begins at sixteen or seventeen years of age (rather than at eighteen), as well as those transferred or waived to adult criminal courts, approximately 200,000 youngsters each year (20–25\% of all children in conflict with the law) are tried in adult criminal courts.\textsuperscript{114} It is now well-documented that transferring youngsters to the adult justice system—holding constant for offense, histories, and age—generally increases their rates of violence.\textsuperscript{115} Overall, transferred juveniles were 33.7\% more likely to be rearrested for a violent or other crime.\textsuperscript{116}

It is worth noting that when the United States ratified the ICCPR,\textsuperscript{117} it took a reservation to Article 10(3),\textsuperscript{118} stating that: “the United States reserves the right, in exceptional circumstances, to treat juveniles as adults . . . .”\textsuperscript{119} Whether one counts all 200,000 children under the age of eighteen tried in adult courts each year, or only the children transferred or waived (excluding those in states where the juvenile court jurisdiction ends at sixteen or seventeen),\textsuperscript{120} the number of children in the United States treated as adults is far beyond “exceptional circumstances.” This patent violation of treaty responsibilities makes it more incumbent on children’s attorneys

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{112} Legislative or mandatory transfer is where state statute provides that children who are a certain age and who are charged with certain offenses must be transferred to adult criminal court. \textit{Robert O. Dawson, Judicial Waiver in Theory and Practice, in The Changing Borders of Juvenile Justice} 45, 64–66 (Jeffrey Fagan & Franklin E. Zimring eds., 2000).


\bibitem{115} McGowan, \textit{supra note 110, at S20.}


\bibitem{117} ICCPR, \textit{supra note 94.}

\bibitem{118} “Juvenile offenders shall be segregated from adults and be accorded treatment appropriate to their age and legal status.” \textit{Id.} art. 10(2)(b). Note that the United States also took a reservation to the provision prohibiting the juvenile death penalty: \textit{Id.} art. 6(5).

\bibitem{119} U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/2/Rev.4, \textit{supra note 94, at 40 (emphasis added).}

\end{thebibliography}
to insist on separation of children from adults when detained or confined, and to treat juveniles as children, not adults.

D. Non-Separation of Parents and Children (Article 9)\textsuperscript{121}

Article 9 of the CRC is a strong affirmation of the importance of parents to children. This flips the script on the core U.S. approach to abused and neglected children, which linguistically, substantively, and procedurally severs children from their nest within a family and from their relationship with their parents. "States Parties shall ensure that a child shall not be separated from his or her parents against their will, except . . . ."\textsuperscript{122} The starting point here is the child's right to be separated, and the state obligation is that the child not be separated from her parents against their will. The exception is the need to balance the right of the child to protection from maltreatment,\textsuperscript{123} which is difficult to weigh in practice. State Parties have an affirmative obligation to take positive measures to prevent the separation of a child from her parents "against their will."\textsuperscript{124} Leading commentators suggest that the drafting history of the CRC and Article 9 indicates that "against their will" refers equally to the parents and the child.\textsuperscript{125} Yet it is important to note that, despite widespread misperceptions, the CRC does not provide for a child's right to a family.\textsuperscript{126}

As an example of the CRC's affirmation of the importance of parents to children, the U.N. Committee on the Child makes concrete recommendations to prevent the abandonment of children by their parents, separations frequently a result of economic crises.\textsuperscript{127} Thus, the Committee recommends that states provide for family support allowances for parents in countries as distinct as Norway and Kyrgyzstan.\textsuperscript{128} The growing presence of child-headed
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households in countries ravished by HIV-AIDS is another economically-impacted form of abandonment of children by their parents.  

Non-separation of children from their parents may have an impact on children of incarcerated parents (requiring creation of alternatives to institutionalization of parents and/or opportunities for the child to maintain direct contact with an imprisoned parent). Furthermore, the standard of non-separation includes children who are forcibly separated from parents when parents residing illegally in this country are deported.

The importance of non-separation is reinforced by the subsequent two paragraphs of the CRC:

- all interested parties (including children) shall be given an opportunity to participate in the proceedings and make their views known;
- the child who is separated from one or both parents has a right to maintain personal relations and direct contact with both parents on a regular basis, unless it is contrary to the child's best interests.

The child's right to maintain relationships and direct contact with parents is brought home to me most vividly each June when I teach children's rights at a law school in the Netherlands. There, my students are alarmed, even horrified, by the U.S. practice of "termination of parental rights" as part of the child protection system. Over the years, Dutch students repeatedly insist that the right to know their parents is a right belonging to the child, regardless of whether that child has been abused or neglected, or whether the child can safely return to live with their parent[s].

Article 9 is largely concerned with the exceptions that make separation of a child from her parents feasible or necessary: best
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interests of the child, applicable law and procedure, competent authorities, subject to judicial review, abuse and neglect, and divorce and custody.\textsuperscript{134} No one suggests, of course, that the right of non-separation is without exceptions.\textsuperscript{135} The jurisprudence developed in the European Court of Human Rights over five decades,\textsuperscript{136} however, for nations which have also ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child, suggests some significant guidelines for the principle of non-separation articulated in Article 9:

- separation of a child from her parents is necessary in the best interests of the child if there are no other measures available to provide the child with necessary protection;\textsuperscript{137}
- separation of a child from her parents should be a temporary measure, for the shortest time possible, and subject to regular review;\textsuperscript{138}
- separation should be carried out in a way that reunification with the parent is not necessarily impeded;\textsuperscript{139}
- yet, it may be that separation from parents is final.\textsuperscript{140}

An analysis of the jurisprudence of "best interests of the child" in international law is beyond the scope of this Article. Nonetheless, the presumption is that contact between the separated child and her parent[s] is in her best interests.\textsuperscript{141} Contact can be denied only if it is contrary to the child's best interests; the burden is on the state.\textsuperscript{142}

Article 9 additionally provides that when the separation of a child from her parents is the result of state action—such as in the case of child protective removal, incarceration of a parent, or detention of a child—essential information on the whereabouts of the child or the parent[s] shall be provided. This right to information on the whereabouts of the separated child and family is explicit, but rather weak.\textsuperscript{143} Moreover, this right of the separated
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child to family information stands in contrast to state practices in the United States, where the child is not the bearer of the rights and may have no knowledge of the whereabouts of, or be able to establish contact with, other siblings in state custody. \(^{144}\)

As discussed below, \(^{145}\) the views of the child on the matter of non-separation from her parents must enjoy free expression, be taken into account, and receive due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child. \(^{146}\)

Finally, it is noteworthy that the CRC promotes an approach to the complex interrelationship of the right of non-separation from parents and the right of the child to protection from abuse that firmly supports the primary role of parents and the family in nurturing, protecting, and educating the child. \(^{147}\) Furthermore, it sets forth the state’s role in supporting parents and family, unless and until they are unwilling or unable to fulfill that role. \(^{148}\) The CRC promotes policies, such as family preservation and family-based alternative care, to limit but not prohibit the child’s separation from her parents. \(^{149}\)

---

**E. Non-Discrimination: Equal Treatment Under the Law for Children (Article 2)**

Children’s lawyers often neglect to use the language of non-discrimination even though children’s involvement in legal proceedings are fraught with unequal, discriminatory consequences at every stage. The inclusive language of Article 2 of the CRC is broad: “without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the child’s [or parents’] race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.” \(^{151}\) While this brief discussion of the opportunities this norm provides will focus on uncontested racial
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discrimination and white supremacy in the law and practice, there is work to be done uncovering the child's right to be free of discrimination of any kind: gender-based discrimination for girls in juvenile justice; the special harm to indigenous children's rights; sexual orientation; disabled children; undocumented immigrant children; homeless youth; Arab and Muslim youth; and those children subject to religious or political discrimination.

Disproportional racial composition in the child welfare and juvenile justice systems in the United States is no secret. In large cities, white children are virtually absent from the juvenile court systems. Instead, children of color, particularly African American, Latino, and Native American children, comprise a vast majority of youngsters brought into the system and an even greater proportion of those transferred to adult criminal court. The deeper one goes into the juvenile and criminal justice system, the greater the racial disproportion. For example, a recent study found that African Americans represented:

16% of youth;
28% of juvenile arrests;
30% of referrals to juvenile court;
37% of detained youth;
30% of adjudicated youngsters;
35% of youth judicially waived to adult criminal court;
38% of youth in residential placement (confinement);
and
58% of youth admitted to state adult prison.

Disabled children are also overrepresented, and the data on Latino and Native American youth remains partial or non-existent.
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Further, as noted by the Committee on the Child in its General Comment #10, Article 2 requires that children in conflict with the law be treated equally.\textsuperscript{162} In contrast to current U.S. constitutional law and statutes on discrimination, the CRC takes \textit{de facto} discrimination and disparities seriously, to be remedied by appropriate redress, solutions, and compensation.

One example of the CRC's discrimination protection is the Committee's recommendation that status offenses, such as truancy, runaways, and vagrancy, be abolished because they are per se discriminatory given that they are not offenses when committed by adults.\textsuperscript{165} Equal treatment under the law for children and adults requires the elimination of status offenses and their consequences: stigma, victimization, and criminalization of young people.

Every child under the age of eighteen years should enjoy the same rights, including a separate juvenile justice system based on the best interest of the child, rather than an adult criminal court. The Inter-American Commission of Human Rights, for example, requires that the state bring minors before "specialized tribunals" or jurisdictions, "which shall be the only court competent to prosecute minors."\textsuperscript{164}

Discrimination exists when children under eighteen years of age are treated as adults. Those systems that limit juvenile jurisdiction to those children under sixteen or seventeen, or have statutory exceptions that exclude sixteen and seventeen year olds who are charged with certain offenses, are discriminating against those children.\textsuperscript{165} Full, non-discriminatory implementation of juvenile justice rules should apply to all persons under eighteen years of age.

The core CRC human rights standard of non-discrimination is a broader, more inclusive legal concept than the U.S. constitutional mandate of equal protection, as described above.\textsuperscript{166} The International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination ("CERD"), which the United States ratified in 1994, provides a further expansive definition of discrimination:

\textit{The term racial discrimination shall mean any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the \textit{purpose or effect} of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or
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exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.\textsuperscript{167}

CERD, taken together with the norms of the CRC, adds two key elements to non-discrimination rights: a broad obligation of the state to ensure rights, and the recognition of disparate impact as well as intentional discrimination. It is difficult not to notice that there are two systems of justice for children in the United States: one largely white and private, for children of resourced parents, and one for children of color and children of poor parents, that is public. Observers should take notice of the recent report of the United States to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination that never mentions juvenile justice or the rates of incarceration of children of color,\textsuperscript{168} and the shadow report domestic children's rights lawyers and activists are preparing to submit to the Committee.\textsuperscript{169}

F. Right to be Heard/ to Express Views (Article 12)\textsuperscript{170}

Perhaps one of the most surprising rights the CRC recognizes is the right of children to be heard, to express their views freely in all matters affecting them, and reciprocally, to have their views receive due weight in accordance with their age and maturity.\textsuperscript{171} The substance of Article 12 has been developing rapidly in the past five years in ways that are changing the practices of those working for children's rights.\textsuperscript{172} CRC Article 12 acknowledges that children are legal, whole persons, with a capacity for independent thought and existence which is, in part, independent of their family, culture, and society. This provision challenges centuries of practice relegat-
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ing children to the status of property or inferior human persons. It also presumes that the participation of children in legal and administrative proceedings will improve the outcomes for children in the particular, and strengthen implementation of children's rights overall.

The right to be heard and to express views is closely linked to the rights to freedom of expression (Article 13) and to the more limited but critical right to effective participation for children tried in adult criminal courts (discussed below). Ironically, these civil liberty rights were put forth and pressed forward by the United States during the Cold War era drafting of the CRC.

For children's lawyers, the right to be heard and express views may be immediately relevant in two important regards. First, children's attorneys must acknowledge that their child clients have views and that the lawyer's task is to solicit these views by providing all information in understandable forms to their clients prior to determining the course of the litigation. Indeed, the child's attorney may well be the vehicle through which the child's views are expressed and heard. Second, the child's right to be heard and express views may help clarify the ongoing confusion and conflict over the proper role of the child's attorney: should the attorney advocate for the expressed views of the child client or represent their opinion of the child's best interest to the court or administrative decision-maker instead of the child's opinion? It may be that Article 12 tilts the debate toward representing the express views of the child, wherever possible. At the very least, it may encourage child lawyers to advocate for the child's views and to ask the court to appoint a guardian ad litem to represent their best interests only where necessary.

The right to be heard and to express views is mandated by Article 12 in any judicial and administrative proceeding affecting the child. This is a specific obligation of state parties and for all legal
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proceedings involving the child.\textsuperscript{178} It is therefore fundamental for a fair trial.

\textit{G. Right to “Effective Participation”/Competency (ECHR Case Law)}

Children tried in adult proceedings must be able to effectively participate in their trials. In Europe, the requirement of effective participation now mandates that the trial court take full account of the defendants' ages, levels of maturity, and intellectual and emotional capacities, and the court must take steps to promote children's ability to understand and participate in the proceedings.\textsuperscript{179} This standard is related to U.S. legal concepts of fitness and competency,\textsuperscript{180} but expands the domain. The MacArthur Foundation Research Network on Adolescent Development, for example, concludes that "[t]he court should take into account the level of competence of young defendants to fully participate in criminal proceedings to better assess their capacity for emotional and psychological maturity, because youth, particularly those under age 15, were more likely to be incompetent to stand trial due to their developmental immaturity."\textsuperscript{181}

Effective participation presupposes that the accused has a broad understanding of the trial process and what is at stake for him, including the significance of any penalty that may be imposed. It does not require that a child understand all legal terminology or nuances, but it does require a fundamental understanding by the child defendant of what is said in court, an ability to follow what is said by prosecution witnesses, the wherewithal to explain to his lawyers the child defendant's own version of events, and the ability to make his own lawyers aware of facts which should be put forward in the child's defense. Effective participation is indeed a higher standard than that currently in place for children tried in adult criminal courts in the United States.\textsuperscript{182}
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England and the ECHR require additional informal procedures to facilitate the effective participation of child defendants in adult criminal courts and to mitigate trauma, but these procedures are not in themselves sufficient to address the concerns. Such measures include adapting adult procedures by having judges wear less formal judicial attire, taking more frequent breaks during trial, and assigning a social worker to sit with child defendants. When a child is unable to fully comprehend or participate in the trial process and cannot adequately give instructions to his attorney, these child-friendly measures are deemed insufficient.

With the emerging standard of effective participation for children tried as adults in Europe, might U.S. juvenile courts also require a similar standard? The consequences of a juvenile court conviction are today more severe than they were twenty years ago, before state laws and homeland security practices authorized greater use of juvenile court records. Blended sentencing and extended juvenile jurisdiction statutes increase potential juvenile court sentences far beyond the age of twenty-one. With juvenile court adjudications increasingly resulting in adult-like consequences, it is essential that the child clients be able to effectively participate by being able to work with their defense attorneys.

In the United States, we must breathe life into child participation in trials by expanding our understandings of both child competency and of due process for children in adult criminal court. We must consider whether the standard of effective participation applies also to adjudications with serious consequences in juvenile courts. One way to utilize the substance of “effective participation” is to contrast it with the three major developmental differences between children and adults, cited by the Supreme Court in Roper v. Simmons: adolescents lack maturity and have an underdeveloped sense of responsibility; they are more vulnerable to negative influences and peer pressure; and the character of a juvenile is not as formed as that of an adult.
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This human rights standard of effective participation narrows the ability to try extremely young, incapacitated, or emotionally or intellectually-challenged children in adult criminal court. Further, the ECHR cases and General Comment #10 provide a practical roadmap for an expanded recognition of what is required for effective participation in a trial: basic understanding of the proceedings and the significance of any penalty, as well as the ability to follow what is said and to provide one's own version of events and facts that should be put forward in the defense. The challenge is to integrate effective participation with due process and competency without demeaning the child client.

H. Right to Reintegration (Article 40(1))

The desirability of promoting "the child's reintegration and the child's assuming a constructive role in society" frames Article 40, which addresses the treatment of "every child alleged as, accused of, or recognized as having infringed the penal law." Thus, a major goal of juvenile justice is to promote the child's recovery and social reintegration. Reintegration is a recognizable element of the juvenile justice system in the United States, known as "re-entry." But re-entry does not contain the fully-connected connotations of reintegration, which contemplates children taking their full place within the family, the community, and society. Reintegration suggests that children who have been deprived of their liberty are now back in school and able to live at home, obtain work, and be full participating citizens. It requires that reintegration be a goal from the moment of the child's first contact with the legal system. Detention and incarceration themselves exacerbate the difficulties of reintegration into society and hamper the child's right to development.

As the Committee on the Rights of the Child notes, reintegration requires that "no action may be taken that can hamper the child's
full participation in his/her community, such as stigmatization, social isolation, or negative publicity . . . .” 197 This standard raises the question of confidentiality, largely lost in the United States but presumed by the Committee on the Child as part of the right of the child to have his privacy fully respected at all stages of the proceedings. 198 The goal is to prevent the harm of publicity and stigma associated with delinquency and crime, and to promote the child’s rehabilitation and recovery. Since the high profile cases of the Central Park jogger, 199 and school shootings, 200 the media has largely abandoned all semblance of protecting the identity of juveniles. 201 In addition, law enforcement computer databases, notice provisions (to schools, employers, neighborhoods), 202 and post-9/11 criminal record background checks have combined to destroy traditional notions of juvenile delinquency privacy and confidentiality. 203 These new conditions of notoriety and access to juvenile justice information undoubtedly make the goal of reintegration even more challenging.

Certain categories of child offending contribute to further obstacles to social reintegration. For example, escalated charging by prosecutors can broaden the identification of offenses as “violent crimes.” The great influx of new delinquency cases coming from school-based arrests includes a significant number of cases of battery or simple assault, or aggravated battery and aggravated assault, where there is no harm or injury resulting from the underlying incident. 204 The underlying event may involve simple touching or
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bumping or pushing someone in school, and if the other person is a teacher or other adult, the charge can be "aggravated"—school charges often include "weapons" that may be only the child's hand or foot. Yet a youngster may have a permanent felony record and be designated a violent offender for such minor misbehavior. Furthermore, the child might be suspended or expelled from school, even when the underlying school arrest is dismissed at the police station, rejected by the prosecutor, or the child is acquitted at trial. Enrolling or being readmitted to school is no longer likely. This again creates barriers to reintegration.

Promoting the reintegration of every child alleged as, accused of infringing, or recognized as having infringed the penal law requires taking into account the child's age at every stage of the proceedings and anticipating a constructive role in society for the child. Reintegration is a more comprehensive and inclusive goal than that of re-entry from detention or correctional institutions. According to the CRC, it is a major objective of the juvenile justice system, requiring changes from prevention and arrest as a last resort, to every stage of legal or administrative proceedings involving children. Reintegration challenges our practices and our thinking.

CONCLUSION: TREATMENT WITH DIGNITY (ARTICLE 40)

To a large degree, all of the above eight human rights standards for children can be summarized as the right of every child in conflict with the law to be treated with "humanity and respect for the inherent dignity of the human person, and in a manner which takes into account the needs of persons of his or her age" and "to be treated in a manner consistent with the promotion of the child's sense of dignity and worth." Perhaps the notion of dignity is the essence of all human rights. When it comes to children, however, the promotion of the sense of dignity from the child's perspective includes broader notions of equality, education, and identity.
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At the least, treatment with dignity prohibits a range of common practices imposed on children in conflict with the law: shackling in court and while being transported to court proceedings; solitary confinement or isolation measures; blatant racial discrimination; punishments that include denial of communication or contact with family members; the denial of education or health care; the use of pepper spray, tasers, and coercive restraints; or any other discipline or form of punishment that may compromise the physical or mental health or well-being of the child.\footnote{U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/10, supra note 53, ¶ 28(c).} It forbids violent practices denied on paper but all too frequent in practice: beatings, humiliation, racial, gender, and sexual orientation discrimination, rape and sexual assault,\footnote{See the Texas Youth Commission ("TYC") sex abuse scandal, cover-up, and collapse, noting high-level administrators' indictments for sexual assault, a subsequent finding that sixty-five TYC employees had felony records, and the release of 226 children whose sentences had been improperly "extended." Emily Ramshaw, TYC Freeing 226 Held Past Original Terms: Longer Sentences Threatened if Inmates Spoke Out on Abuse, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, May 19, 2007, at 6A; Christy Hoppe, 65 TYC Employees Found to Have Felony Records, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Apr. 13, 2007, at 7A; Doug J. Swanson, Officials Indicted in Abuse at TYC: 2 Ex-Administrators Accused of Sex Acts with Teenage Inmates, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Apr. 11, 2007, at 1A.} and corporal punishment. It prohibits the two systems of justice that characterize juvenile courts: one public for children and families of color and the poor, and one private for white and resourced children and families.

Children are aware that the police stations, lock-ups, courtrooms, detention centers, probation calendars, and correctional populations do not reflect the general population demographics.\footnote{Liefaard, supra note 18, at 574.} They have a heightened sense of injustice, even while those working in these systems appear to be in denial.

Dignity and the right to be treated with humanity in the CRC create a positive obligation to establish minimum conditions for children who are detained or incarcerated.\footnote{Id. at 584.} It requires recognition that children are rights holders with substantive and procedural rights.\footnote{See generally KIDS BEHIND BARS, supra note 217.}

Dignity goes to the core of racial discrimination in juvenile justice. It highlights the humiliating treatment of girls in detention, in court proceedings, and in confinement. It challenges the violence that characterizes much of the world of children behind bars.\footnote{Supra note 27.} It anticipates that children will rejoin society and become productive citizens. The core task of illuminating the humanity of our youngsters involves their dignity and worth. This principle is central to
international human rights law and is enshrined in Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: that all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and inherent rights.\textsuperscript{218}

This Article is an attempt to seduce child advocates to use the broader, substantive standards and framework of children’s human rights in our work, our speech, and our thinking. International children’s law is not a panacea. Like all law, it is standard-setting more than enforcement. Nonetheless, it is a tool, a palate, a template.

Children’s human rights concepts are sometimes congruent, sometimes overlapping, and sometimes an expansion of U.S. constitutional rights, statutory legislation, and common law. The \textit{Roper} invitation and challenge is to integrate the law of other nations and peoples with U.S. traditions. Try it, three times to make sure.